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The future direction of game development is towards more flexible, realistic, and interactive game worlds.  However, current methods of game design do not allow for anything other than pre-scripted player exchanges and static objects and environments.  An emergent approach to game development involves the creation of a globally designed game system that provides rules and boundaries for player interactions, rather than prescribed paths.  Emergence in Games provides a detailed foundation for applying the theory and practice of emergence in games to game design.  Emergent narrative, characters and agents, and game worlds are covered and a hands-on tutorial and case study allow the reader to the put the skills and ideas presented into practice.     

       About the Author
   
Penny Sweetser completed her Ph.D. in computer science on the topic "An Emergent Approach to Game Design - Development and Play." She has contributed to various books, journals and international conference on games. She has been working for the game developer, The Creative Assembly, as a game designer for the last two years, recently releasing the AAA title, Medieval 2: Total War. She previously lectured and researched at the University of Queensland, in the areas of game design, artificial intelligence and user-centered design.
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 teaches the reader everything they need to know to create exciting personal and business presentations. Readers learn about new features such as Smart Tags and Packages, and how to create a presentation from scratch or using the design wizard. This...
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The Atomic Corporation: Rational Proposals for Uncertain TimesCapstone, 2003
In Atomic the authors' revolutionary theory is put to the test. Looking across all sectors of business, including retail banking, financial services, telecommunications, IT and consultancy, carbon-based corporations (oil and gas companies), and consumer products companies, Camrass and Farncombe discover some real eye-openers, including...
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Selenium WebDriver Practical GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Creating automation test scripts for your web applications with Selenium WebDriver has never been easier thanks to this user-friendly book. All you need is a basic knowledge of Core Java, and then the practical tutorials supply the rest.


	Overview

	
		Covers basic to advanced concepts of WebDriver
	...
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Electronics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005

	Begin having fun with electronics projects right away


	Explore the basic concepts of electronics, build your electronics workbench, and create cool projects


	Wish you could fix that faulty doorbell, hook up a motion detector, or maybe build your very own robot? This book will really get you charged up! It won't make...
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Execution Plain and Simple: Twelve Steps to Achieving Any Goal on Time and On BudgetMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Specific Steps to Accelerate Achievement of Goals and Turn Strategy Into Payoff, for Those Who Have To Execute.
Robert A. Neiman has helped major corporations achieve major gains in performance and profitability. He has put his experience on paper for managers who know their organizations have much more potential, can and must do better, and...
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Understanding Statistics Using RSpringer, 2013

	
		This book was written to provide resource materials for teachers to use in their introductory or intermediate statistics class. The  chapter content is ordered along the lines of many popular statistics books so it should be easy to supplement the content and exercises with class lecture materials. 

	
		The book...
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